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PENERAPAN TAHAP DESAIN INTERIOR PADA DJUHARA + DJUHARA ARCHITECTS

During the internship work in Djuhara + Djuhara Architects, intern had worked corresponds to her major, which is Architecture. After three months, intern had given the opportunity to learn directly from the principal architects and other working architects there. The work that has been given by Djuhara + Djuhara Architects was interior design project. When intern worked, she was given some assignments in the form of technical drawing, 3D modelling, and rendering, either construction or interior design project. Other than that, intern also required to register the furnitures and accessories from an interior design project. The data collection of the furniture and accessories is included in choosing products that will be used. Not only accessories, intern also was given the task to understand other elements, such as plants and artworks. Therefore, this task had helped intern to learn and comprehend the steps to design a project. All the works that was done by intern during her time working here has given her a lot of knowledge regarding architectural world.
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